This paper presents a new dense disparity estimation method using color segmentation and energy minimization. Segmentation-based methods have an advantage of clear representation of disparities on discontinuous region. This paper remodels the energy minimization method to fit with segmentation-based method.
INTRODUCTION
Stereo correspondence is to determine the locations in each camera image that are the projection of the same 3D scene point. And it has become an important problem in image processing and computer vision communities. More accurate matching process and disparity map guarantee more reliable depth estimation and 3D reconstruction. In addition, the estimated disparity map can be used to compress the multi-view images [4] .
Stereo disparities are determined in a number of ways and by exploiting a number of constraints. Generally, global correspondence methods exploit global constraints in order to reduce sensitivity to local regions in the image that fail to match, due to occlusion, uniform texture, etc. The use of these constraints makes the computational complexity significantly greater than that of local matching [3] .
In this paper, we present a new disparity estimation method that is using mean shift-based color segmentation [5] and global energy minimization methods. We remodeled the energy minimization algorithm that can be applied to the segmentation-based method.
PREVIOUS WORKS
2.1. Incremental Warping [1] In the proposed algorithm, the second view image is first predicted from the reference view image using the depth information. Then, find the depth map that maximizes the similarity between the predicted image and the actual image. The main advantage of this approach is that the occlusion problem of the segmentation-based algorithm can be considered.
Step 1. Base warp: In the warped image, save the information (segment ID and depth) of the two top-most layers (warped pixels) for each position i. Then, compute the matching score c = exp J-(I _ IJ)2 /2U2} , where I and I' is the image intensities of a pixel in the second view and the base warp and c3 is a constant.
Step 2. Segment removal: Remove the pixels in a segment of the warped image. If some pixels are affected by the removal, update the recorded information (segment ID, depth and matching cost of each layer).
Step 3. Hypothesis testing: For each depth hypothesis of a segment i, warp the segment using the corresponding hypothesis and compute the global matching score. The test is performed on all segments.
Step 4. Update depth: After the hypothesis test, update the depth values. Stepl to Step 4 are iteratively performed until either the number of iterations reaches a maximum value or the global matching score converges. [2] In the algorithm, the energy minimization process for disparity estimation is modeled by a modified differential 1-4244-0481-9/06/$20.00 C2006 IEEE equation system of order variables. Overall algorithm is described as follows. Step 1. Similarity measure: normalized cross-correlation vector windowed and weighted by a Gaussian or uniform functionf is defined as
Cost Relaxation Energy Minimization
Step 2. Global optimization via cost-relaxation: The cost function is the sum of the data term and smoothness term:
where the data term and smoothness term are formulated as
cl and c2 are the positive constant weights, and U, represents the local support area of i, The minimum of P(Q) has to satisfy OP 0)(i,d)
(4)
The minimum can be computed numerically with the gradient descent method.
Step 3. Disparity estimation: The disparity value that has maximum parameter belonging to k is determined to
with i E{dmin.,., dmax }
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
After the color segmentation, variable block matching using information of the segmented planes is applied to initialize the disparity map. Matching cost of the variable block matching is the Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC). And left-right consistency checking is applied to verify the matching reliability. Then, matching cost c(x, y, d) is rescaled within a range between 0 and 1. If a pixel is located in a segmented plane, pixels that are outside the segmented plane are removed from the block and block matching is processed. And block matching is processed using the block. But if a pixel is on the boundary, fixed block matching is applied. This section describes the proposed dense disparity estimation algorithm. Figure 2 is the overall flowchart of the proposed method.
At first, the reference image is oversegmented by using the mean-shift color segmentation [2] . And segmentation ID is assigned to each segmented plane.
Variable Block Matching

Plane fitting with RANSAC
RANSAC uses a small initial data set as feasible and enlarges this set with consistent data if possible [7] . If the model is a plane, then the minimum number of data to fit a plane is three. So RANSAC procedure to fit a plane is given as follows. where i is the set of inliers. (6) . Otherwise S(i,d) has the uniform distribution as (7) .
Each part of the energy formula is modeled as follows
where cl = nreliable' m is the number of segmented planes
where ii is the number of boundary lines ofjth large plane that surround the ith small plane.
The more i th small segmented plane has nreliable the stronger the data term is. And the number of boundary pixels of i th small segmented plane is related to the strength of the smoothness term.
To obtain a minimum energy, we use gradient descent method. Then, each disparity is assigned to each small segmented plane.
After the energy minimization of the small segmented planes, the incremental warping process is performed for all segmented planes. In the process, smoothness term and color similarity term is not used.
Reduction of Erroneous Stripes
After the energy minimization, a pixel-based process to reduce the erroneous stripes is applied. The procedure is given as follows. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental results on test stereo image pairs with ground truth are shown in this section. Intel Pentium-IV 2.6GHz was used and our algorithm was implemented by Visual C++ 6.0. The epipolar lines of all stereo image pairs are on the scanline. In the variable matching process, we set the block size to 7*7.
The error rate was computed as
where N is the total number of pixels that are not lying in occluded regions. This measurement method is same as [6] .
We compared the error rates of our proposed method with the other state-of-the-art global matching methods. 
